
CONFLICT RESOLUTION CASE STUDIES FOR STUDENTS

Effective negotiating skills and negotiation tactics for use in conflict resolution. Keep reading to learn more about conflict
resolution.

Failure can results in chaos and thus creates a toxic environment for all that can destroy an organization.
Johnny, though his body language, voice, and eye contact should pay attention to what Ken is saying, and give
positive reinforcement to any helpful gesture he makes. But last Thursday I wasn't able to sleep and so didn't
do well on my test Friday morning. Not only are MESOs effective negotiation strategies, but they can also
help resolve seemingly intractable disputes by helping one side or the other reach the zone of possible
agreement ZOPA. Johnny punches Ken for insulting him. But by working together they both benefit. Johnny
should instead remain calm and provide specific examples as to how it is affecting him. Last option? It is also
important to have the goal of a compromise in mind. Bar-Sinai noted in her discussion that political
boundaries and cultural boundaries between peoples often manifest themselves in the form of physical
boundaries. Although the conflict in Sri Lanka is ethnic in essence, the evolution of the conflict over that
extended period of time added layers of grievances that resulted in intractability. Yeah I changed my mind, he
stays too often and I don't like it! Finally, this chapter analyses the legislative framework in both at National
and International arena. Johnny has offered something even though it was not the issue, but rather a gesture.
The company is known particularly for manufacturing a wide range of high quality cars attracting a spirited
competition from other globally established competitors like General Motor GM , Ford, Hyundai, Volkswagen
and Nissan. Ken, you should pick five nights next month that your friend can stay over! Hey Ken, why does
your friend have to stay here all the time? Conflict can arise due to interpersonal issues, or simple
disagreements on what we are discussing. Johnny summarized it clearly, without being offensive or attacking.
With a spirit of cooperation and mutual respect, we can overcome these conflicts as they arise. The burden of
controlling the conversation should stay with Johnny who initiates it since Ken is not prepared, and may not
know how to react or bring up topics that he thinks relateâ€¦ So Ken was wrong in changing the subject out of
his frustration since Johnny may have caught him off his guard. He is trying to help Ken understand his point
of view. A collaborative conflict resolution process will not eliminate tension in a relationship immediately,
but over time, eliminating the source of tension, and overcoming difficulties can result in growth for all of us.
How will you define team roles or functions to avoid conflict? Negotiation Games for Conflict Resolution
This article examines the risks disputants take in escalating their conflict to the legal system, â€” namely, that
pure chance, rather than the merits of the case, could decide the outcome of the conflict. First of all, it is good
to recognize that Ken has done two things: He has acknowledged that he changed the subject. Who says I am
getting bad test scores! Johnny grabs Ken by the shoulder and tells him he's tired of this. And violence is never
an option and a good way to ruin a friendship. The third response is totally in appropriate since it is a physical
attack. This affects Ken's sleeping, and he didn't do well on a test one morning. This can lead to conflict or a
kind of tension between the organization and the employee. Apple versus Samsung. If Johnny is vague, or
doesn't provide good examples or reasons, it is harder for Ken to understand him. Additionally, this section
discusses the four principal ADR processes Mediation, Arbitration, Negotiation and Conciliation as part of the
conflict resolution mechanisms. Think about what you have learned and identify a conflict resolution
technique that you would use in each situation. In fact, conflict means we are working hard to achieve our
goals.


